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three-dimensional profiles of neutral hydrogen molecules in
closed divertor configuration (with baffle plates) in the same
condition of the test particle emission from the divertor
plates. Neutral hydrogen molecules are strongly localized
and trapped in the divertor region, and the density of
molecules in the main plasma are significantly reduced. The
density in the divertor region increases about factor
compared with that in the open divertor case, which clearly
shows an advantage for the reduction of the thermal heat
load (divertor detachment) and the recycled particles from
the divertor plates.
Fig.2. Three-dimensional profiles of neutral hydrogen
molecules in a closed divertor configuration (with the
baffle plates).
Fig.l. Three-dimensional profiles of neutral hydrogen
molecules in an open divertor configuration (without the
baffle plates).
Mitigation of the thermal head load from the main
plasma on divertor plates is a critical issue for future nuclear
fusion power plants. In helical systems like LHD,
three-dimensionally complicated non-uniform heat load and
particle deposition pattern have been experimentally
observed by thermocouples and Langmuir probes embedded
in divertor plates. These non-uniform patterns are consistent
with the calculations of the magnetic field line deposition
profiles which are traced from uniform positions on the
LCMS. To accommodate the complicated thermal heat load
pattern by the divertor detachment phenomena and to
prevent neutral particles recycled from divertor plates from
penetrating into the main plasma, closed divertor
configurations have been proposed in LHD.
For optimizing the closed divertor configurations, we
have to investigate neutral particle transport originated from
the divertor plates. For the detailed analysis of the neutral
transport including the effect of the complicated particle
deposition pattern, we have applied a fully three dimensional
neutral particle transport simulation code (d63). We
assembled a three-dimensional grid model of the LHD
plasma and the vacuum vessel with baffle plates installed
between the main plasma and the divertor region (closed
divertor configuration) for the magnetic axis Rax=3.60m. In
this grid model, the plasma parameter profiles (ne, ni, Ti, and
Te) are determined on the basis of the experimental results in
the typical NBI heated plasma. We assumed that the plasma
density on each divertor leg is constant in a toroidal cross
section, in which the densities are determined from the
calculations of the deposition profile of the magnetic field
lines. The electron temperatures on all divertor legs are
assumed to be 30 eV in all toroidal cross sections. In the
simulation code, test particles (hydrogen molecules and
atoms) are launched from the strike points on the divertor
plates for calculating the density and temperature profile of
neutral particles in the grid model. The distribution of the
number of the launched test particles is set according to the
calculation of the deposition profiles. The trajectories of the
test particles are determined by a Monte-Carlo method. For
considering the toroidal pitch symmetry, we improved the
tracking process: test particle escaped from a toroidal end
enters the grid model from the opposite side from a
reasonable position with a reasonable velocity component.
Figure I shows the three-dimensional profiles of neutral
hydrogen molecules in an open divertor configuration
(without the baffle plates). The density of neutral hydrogen
molecules is high in the inner side of the vacuum vessel,
which is mainly caused by the high particle deposition
profile in this side for Rax=3.60m. Figure 2 indicates the
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